


Preface

After a decade of war, the last vestiges of rebellion from defiant Southland chieftains are 
all that stand in the way of the Almyrians’ total dominion of the Outlands. The Prime 

Covenant, the powerful priesthood of the Almyrian Empire, finds itself at odds with an 
enemy unlike any they have yet encountered, and as plays are made and allegiances are 

forged, the Southlands stand at risk of slipping back into war.



Almyria

According to the Divine Doctrine, The Almyrian Empire is the birthplace of civilization. 
It was there that the Skyborn descended on ancient Azadene (Azhadeen), the Place of 

Gods, to create mankind. 



The Skyborn

The Skyborn, or Mairaak in Almyrian, are the great creators of mankind and rulers of the 
Earth, and the skies, and the seas. They are described as tall, muscular beings having 

greyish white skin, scarlet eyes and flowing, rust coloured hair. It is not known for certain
how many Skyborn there are, but among the most prominent are Razdur, the Lord 

Supreme of the Skyborn, the God Emperor, Rawuth, Yanush, the goddess of fertility, and 
Azul, their great deity. 



Azul (Az’Ul); a primordial being of unfathomable power, predating all existence. It is from him that every celestial being, 
every blazing sun and glittering star, draws power. Literally translated, his name means “Great God”. He is described as an 
incorporeal being as vast as the universe itself, though capable of taking corporeal form when necessary.

Razdur (Raz’Dur); the Lord Supreme and father of the Skyborn, he is the most powerful of the Almyrian pantheon save for 
their deity, Azul. A stern patriarch whose will cannot be challenged, Razdur is a tempestuous god. His wrath is feared even by 
the Skyborn themselves. Some worship Razdur as a god of war, and it is believed by some that thunderstorms are a sign of his 
displeasure.

Rawuth (Ra’Uth); the eldest son of Razdur, he is more merciful than his father though capable of being just as malignant if his 
anger is roused. Complex and flawed, Rawuth is neither righteous nor malevolent and more prone to human nuances than his 
kin. After the Skyborn left Almarya to return to the heavens, Razdur charged Rawuth with governance over man, and he has 
remained here since, living amongst his creations.   

Yanush (Yan’Ush): the goddess of fertility, love and wisdom. She is believed to be the wisest and most benevolent of 
Razdur’s children. It is said that Yanush and Rawuth have long shared a bitter, sibling rivalry, as Yanush has always been her 
father’s favourite child. Yanush is especially favoured by women, and all Almyrian priestesses exclusively serve the Order of
Yanush (women are otherwise not allowed to be priests). 



The Skyborn came from the Land of the Dying Sun, a world beyond the heavens with one 
half bathed by eternal sunshine and another shrouded in eternal night. It is there, in the 
Nightlands, that the Skyborn’s greatest enemy dwells, fell beings with skin the shade of 
moonless night. The creatures fear the light, however, and that is all that keeps them at 

bay.



A Brief History

The histories tell us that Almyria, an ancient country on the continent of Gheneia, is the land 
where mankind was wrought by the Skyborn over 200 000 years past. Today, it sits at the heart 
of the vast Almyrian Empire, a realm unmatched in its beauty and architectural splendour, with 

sprawling cities and astonishing works of masonry.  

The Skyborn created man that he might build a sanctuary for them to reside while they were on 
this plane, and it was this outpost that grew to become Azadene, the great city of Almyria. Man 
was also created for the purpose of mining precious Cerulean Crystals from the Earth’s bosom. 
Though these rare crystals are of immense value even today, it is not known what purpose they 
served to the Skyborn. Mage Priests often tout the crystals as having great magical properties.

Legend has it the Skyborn also created giants, to heft the weights that man could not, but there is 
no proof that such creatures ever existed. The Doragoma, or “Divine Doctrine”, however, asserts 
that all giants were wiped out in the Great Purge, when they were summarily cleansed from the 

planet by the god Razdur, alongside thousands of humans.



The Great Purge 

It is said that after two hundred years of servitude, man and giant alike grew weary of 
endless toiling, and rebelled against the Skyborn, wielding their tools of labour as 

weapons against them. Outraged by the insurrection, Razdur smote them, using the 
Crimson Runestone to lay waste to thousands. This came to be known as The Great 

Purge, and after it, none dared rebel against the Skyborn for hundreds of years, until came 
the time that Razdur returned to the heavens. It is said that Rawuth also possesses a 

Crimson Runestone, but chooses not to use it for fear of its devastating effects. 



The God Emperor Rawuth

Son of Razdur, the Lord Supreme of the Skyborn. After 
the events of the Great Purge, Rawuth was left to govern 
the planet until his kin returned. He has since reigned for 

over 200 000 years, and has, in that time period, 
conquered much of the planet.

Beyond his godly physiology, it is said that he possesses 
other-worldly weapons of terrifying power, and keeps 
an army of invincible armoured automatons called the 
Gold Armada. Rawuth is also said to have a personal 

harem of 1000 concubines, though the Prime Covenant 
has noted that the number is in truth closer to 600.

Rawuth has fathered many children over millennia 
known as the Azraak (god-born), who, due to their 

divine lineage, are endowed with extended lifespans and 
special abilities that ordinary men and women do not 

have.



The Priests of the Prime Covenant

Priests are the second highest authority in the 
Almyrian Empire next to the God Emperor 

himself, serving under a religious order 
known as the Prime Covenant. Priests serve 

several functions within the Almyrian 
Empire and the Prime Covenant itself. They 

collect taxes for the Empire, act as emissaries 
and even carry out executions.

There are three types of priests; Scribe 
Priests, who dedicate their lives to piety and 

studying the Domagora, War Priests, the 
paramilitary arm of the Prime Covenant, and 
Mage Priests, who specialize in necromancy 

and the mystic arts.



Raath Jabaar 

Raaths are authorities installed by Almyria to 
govern conquered lands. The term Raath is a 
title short for Azharaath, meaning “the god’s 

chosen” in Almyrian. This is because all 
Raaths are appointed by the God Emperor 

himself. 

Many Raaths over the years have in fact been 
Rawuth’s own sons and daughters, though 

some are also high ranking military officers 
or powerful members of the Almyrian 

nobility. 

Seeking glory and his father’s veneration, 
Raath Jabaar, himself a son of Rawuth, 
embarked on an ambitious campaign to 

venture deeper into the Outlands than any 
Raath before him – the Southlands.



The Council of Southland Kings

After Raath Jabaar’s ambitious expedition to conquer the unexplored Southlands, the
various monarchs of the Southlands were defeated and absorbed by the Almyrian Empire.  

They were allowed to maintain their sovereignty as governors rather than true kings. 
Taxes were exacted upon them and the priests of the Prime Covenant were charged with 
collecting these taxes each cycle, and delivering them to the Raath. The conquered tribes 
of the Southlands were the Sonai, the Zanga, the Mandori, and the Tawu. Their leaders 

were consolidated into a body known as the Council of Southland kings



The Sonai

Their lands are rich in gold and iron 
ore, and they are renowned for their 
opulent jewellery and flamboyant 

attire. The Sonai rose to power after 
the fall of the legendary Assai 

Empire, when Sondata Mbisi began a 
bloody campaign to seize control of 

the Assai’s mining operations, in 
what came to be known as the Gold 

Wars

The Sonai are ruled by the crippled 
king, Mufaro, who was left all but 
paralyzed after a stroke. Though 

Mufaro’s young son is already being 
groomed to succeed him, his 

daughter, Princess Sundaya, has her 
own designs on the throne.



The Zanga

Formally a nomadic people, the Zanga
have a long and bloody history 

characterized by war and relentless 
infighting within the royal family. They 
value strength above all else, and weak 
kings are often deposed by stronger, or 
more cunning, contenders to the throne. 

The Zanga are named after their founder, 
Pere Muzanga, who united other 
nomadic tribes to form the Zanga

Empire.

After the mysterious disappearance of 
Prince Gora, or the Iron Prince, as he 

had come to be known, his half brother 
Prince Noro assumed command of the 

throne



The Mandori, the Horselords of the 
mountains

A conservative and relatively 
peaceful people. They were the first 

tribe to convert to the Almyrian 
belief system, after a priest 

succeeded in persuading King 
Musiya to change his beliefs. 

Though not a militant people, the 
Mandori are renowned for being 

adept military strategists, even once 
defeating the fearsome Zanga in 

battle 



The Tawu, the Lion People of the 
Southlands

One of the oldest tribes in the 
Southlands. Before converting to the 

Almyrian polytheistic religion, the Tawu
believed that their fallen kings returned 
as lions, and kept an enclosure of “royal 
lions” that supposedly acted as vessels 

for ancestral spirits. 

Though they claim to no longer practice 
this belief, the Tawu king is often seen 
with a massive lion by his side, and has 

demonstrated an uncanny ability to 
control the creature.



Other Kingdoms

Beyond the Council of Southland Kings, there are other players that have significant roles
to play in the story. These include;



The G’Sai, the Elephant Kings of the West

The G’Sai are the only major tribe that 
remains unconquered in the Outlands. 

Numbering 30 000 strong, with their massive 
battleaxes and fleet of war elephants, they are 

the empire’s most formidable adversaries. 
The G’Sai live in Mayamaru, ‘The 

Bloodlands’, a land known for its powdery 
red sands, which the G’Sai believe got its 
distinctive hue from all the blood spilled 

during the First Wars

The G’Sai are ruled by King Doga, son of 
Djembe, the Beast of the West, a king who 
was notorious for his cruelty and bloodlust. 
Though Doga has proven himself a strong 

and capable ruler, he still struggles to emerge 
from his father’s shadow



The Ishari

Arguably the most powerful 
kingdom in the Outlands, Ishar is 

also one of the most ancient, with its 
eight thousand year history. The 
Ishari fought off the Almyrian 

Empire for almost a century before 
finally conceding defeat.

However, unlike other nations where 
conquered kingdoms were required 
to serve under an appointed Raath, 

Ishar settled into a unique agreement 
with the Almyrians, allowing them to 

retain complete independence 
provided they pay the required taxes 

each cycle.



The Namari

The Namari are not a tribe, but
rather spiritual healers endowed 
with mystical powers. There are 
far fewer Namari then there once

was in the Southlands, as 
indigenous spiritual practices 
were outlawed by the Prime 
Covenant and several defiant 

Namari were executed. A handful
still exist, however, hiding in the
shadows, and in some cases, in 

plain sight.


